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Preface

&

The story of our letterforms is the story of
copying what came before, mutating the

shapes somewhat, and sending them back out into
the world. It is a story of revival—scouring the text
of the past for shapes and rhythms into which to
breath new life. Sometimes it is a story of invention,
attempting to create bold new designs that might
make a clean break with the past, while hopefully
feeling inevitable and readable. This process of
designing new typefaces to look like they came
from the past necessarily makes it harder to pin
down dates for a given design, even if we know the
year the face was released to the public.

This book focuses on typefaces that inform
our current landscape of type design, in the
twenty-first century, particularly text faces de-
signed for longer passages of text. We focus on the
changing designs of each glyph over time and at-
tempt to ignore differences in weight, as well as
avoiding condensed or extended forms if possi-
ble, as finding two fonts that are quite different is
easy, but demonstrating subtle differences allows
us to tell the story of gradually changing design
trends over time.

We skip the elaborate cursive and script forms
that are also an important part of the written
world in which we live, but played less of a role in
the history of metal type. (Digital type technology
only recently developed to the point where de-
signs can be complicated enough to provide re-
sults that are not embarrassing for joined-up

scripts, partially explaining the current trend and
explosion of script faces and hand lettering that is
in vogue in the twenty-teens and -twenties.)

We skip most of the display faces that readers
might resent reading at length, which were often
designed to be attention grabbing—especially be-
cause there are so many of them that curating ev-
ery possible face would be impossible. Instead,
typefaces featured here are generally workhorse
types which have shown their robustness over
time. Most of them have either been so popular as
to inspire direct challengers, or were ground-
breaking enough to indirectly introduce various
new areas of exploration into the design space of
later types.

As an interactive document meant to be
viewed on today’s high resolution screens, the
reader can zoom in to peer deep into each letter-
form by looking at the bones of over one hundred
digitizations of a glyph, over time. Navigation be-
tween samples and single-letter pages just takes a
a tap or a click. And all this fits in your pocket.

Hopefully this type-sample resource will help
a few designers and typographers answer some
age-old questions for themselves—How might I write
the letter Q? and, Am I really arrogant enough to think I can
draw the letter S?—by learning from the masters, who
themselves sought to answer the same innocent-
sounding questions by reaching backwards across
time—and were brave enough to think they could
craft their own alphabets.



Introduction
The history of the changing shapes of the let-

ters of the Latin alphabet spans over two mil-
lennia, even ignoring the history of the Greek or
Phoenician alphabets, which begat the Roman’s.

Modern readers of English and other western Eu-
ropean languages can effortlessly read the letters
carved into stone on Trajan’s Column in the sec-
ond century of the Common Era. Handwritten

documents preserved at Herculaneum show forms
that we can easily read, and begin to tell the story
of how the shapes of what would become the low-

ercase alphabet resulted from a millennium-
plus-long process of handwriting the roman
square capitals, a story for a different book. Now
we have two alphabets.

Gutenberg’s movable type in the fifteenth
century copied the blackletter or Fraktur writing

of the time (another story for a different author)
but the Italians almost immediately began creat-

MARE•NOSTRVM
TEMPVS•FVGIT

CANIS FAMILIARIS
Et CAVEAT EMPTOR

venite adoremus domine

magister bone quid boni faciam ut habeam vitam aeternam



ing cleaner, open forms (based on their own
handwriting) that survive today—and feel quite fa-
miliar to the average reader—as old-style type-
faces. Their clean calligraphic forms also remain

in another alternate alphabet we use for emphasis
and call italics in their honor.

&

For whatever technical or aesthetic reasons (still de-bated by historians) the entry and exit points for
carved and penned strokes had a flared, orthogonal

decorative flourish we now call a serif. Old-style type-
faces all reproduce these design elements, inherited
from inscriptional designs dating back to Ancient
Rome.
A few examples of carved inscriptions that have

survived show an approach to terminating strokes that
we might now call flare serif or glyphic, including an in-

scription that says (among other things) “MCDXXX”
or 1430, the year it was carved. Hermann Zapf turned
a sketch of this into the very popular typeface Optima.
The history of designing letterforms without serifs

is a bit hazy, but James Moseley has written about some
of the early attempts to design letters where serifs were
minimal or purposely omitted, what we now call sans-
serif. A lettering sample at Stourhead, dated to 1748,

owned by the National Trust of the UK, shows one of
the oldest of these hard-to-categorize designs.
One of the earliest attested sans-serif designs was

done by Sir John Soane in 1779 for a British museum
that was never built. He called the forms Old Roman

Dramatis Personae. Exeunt.
WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE

HUMANIST BONES
broken by modern ASSUMPTIONS

The National Trust
TRUST OUR HISTORY TO US

ORATORIO. Monteverdi. Allegro. Andante.

https://jared.updike.org/posts/2021-01-02-earliest-sans-serif-typefaces.html


because they were based on an old inscription with

very minimal serifs, and very square letters.
The oldest commercial sans-serif typeface was

produced by the grandson of William Caslon in 1816,
called Egyptian or Two Lines English, a geometric

and bold design similar to John Soane’s. These clean
letters probably did not exist in a vacuum and may
have been used by sign painters of the time.
The first commercially available grotesque—or, in

German, grotesk—typeface that substantially influenced
the sans faces we know today was Akzidenz-Grotesk in

1898, which seems surprisingly familiar and modern.
Johnston’s 1916 lettering designed for the Lon-

don Underground—and later in the 1920’s and
1930’s, Eric Gill’s take on those letters—provided an

early form of uppercase sans-serif letters that we now

call geometric, with a round O, etc.
The 1920’s saw an explosion of geometric forms

that brought the lowercase letters into the same geo-
metric realm as the uppercase. Developed in parallel,
Erbar preceded Futura by a year or so, but the latter

seems to have won that popularity contest. Other geo-
metric faces of the time also show us completely dif-
ferent approaches to designing a matching lowercase.

DeSIGN fOr A BrITISH

Eine kleine nachtmusik
FAMILIAR AND CRISP

QUITE AN EXAMPLE
systematic letter design & ubiquity

HUMANIST and spurless lowercase

LONDON UNDERGROUND

CASLONS EGYPTIAN
TWO LINES ENGLISH
BY CASLON JUNR. A QUIRKY BOLD FACE.



The serif text typefaces have over five hundred years
of history, dating to the fifteenth century, about

1465 or so, after Gutenberg’s movable type printing
made its way to Italy. Our modern roman or upright
letters descend directly from these early old style types.
Inspired by the beautiful manuscript hands or cal-

ligraphy from the Renaissance, these types had an or-

ganic appearance with low line contrast and diagonal
stress. Early humanist roman types had a lowercase “e”
with an angled cross stroke.

Garalde (referring to Garamond) or Aldine designs
(dating to 1495, cut by Griffo for Aldus Manutius)

inspired French types from the 1530’s onward, and
from there spread throughout Europe. In parallel,

italic styles developed from a separate genre into their
current secondary typographical role, for emphasis, and
italic designs began to complement roman designs.

&

Serif faces transitioned from the old style to a moremodern style (eighteenth century) and began to
increase stroke contrast, though less dramatic than

later types. Generally, these transitional types had verti-
cal stress, and some had an R with a curled tail, and
ball terminals. Many of the most popular transitional

Kyrie, Gloria, Sanctus, Benedictus, Agnus Dei
EX PRIVILEGIO REGIS
Ex officina typographii Regii

Popular for Printers printing the Sacred & Profane
PANEUROPEAN POPULARITY

To the Most High and Mighty Prince JAMES by the Grace of God

KING OF GREAT BRITAIN, FRANCE, AND
IRELAND, DEFENDER OF THE FAITH, &c.

Reichstag Catches Fire under Mysterious Circumstances

P A R A D I S E L O S T. A POEM, IN TWELVE BOOKS.
The AUTHOR JOHN MILTON.MDCCLVIII
Of Man’s first disobedience, and the fruit of that forbidden Tree



styles were developed later, and determining where
the genre starts and ends can be difficult.

What is more clear is what the transitional styles
transitioned into—more extreme or modern

styles, including the high-contrast faces now called Di-
dones (after Didot and Bodoni). These faces generally
have vertical stress, heavy vertical lines, and minimal
brackets (sloping) leading into the thin serifs them-
selves. Generally considered less readable, these mod-
ern faces also heralded the arrival of bold types in dis-
play use, such as ultra-bold faces called fat face.

Two species of slab serifs developed in the nineteenth
and twentieth centuries: around 1845, Claren-

dons and related faces, which developed thicker serifs

as more extreme versions of existing serif designs; and
geometric designs such as Rockwell and Memphis,
dating to the 1920’s and 1930’s, which can be thought
of as a sort of geometric sans-serif design with square

serifs attached at the ends of strokes. Contemporary
descendants of these faces (or hybrid versions of
these) fill our computer screens, many designed to be
readable on low-resolution displays.

Mrs. Sarah Eaves helped John Baskerville
with his PRINTING & later became his WIFE

manuale tipografico
giambattista bodoni

A Paris, Chez Firmin Didot
CODE CIVIL DES FRANÇAIS

Both Sensuously Fat& Yet Somehow Slim,

SIMULTANEOUSLY

Our National Perks

Charter a bus and take a road trip.
Low-res is not ALWAYS low brow.

Très rationnel et GEOMÉTRIQUÉ



Early twentieth century sans-serif typefaces may
have been marketed more as display fonts, and

hence many did not include a design for an italic, or
if they did, the design was simply an oblique or slanted
version of the roman and not a true italic. However,
since then, some designers have created more organic

shapes for their sans-serif italic designs, and examples
of those are included in the section with the other
old-style italics, and even one true-italic slab serif.

&
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Every furlong equals one eighth of AMILE

Quickly: french fries & hamburgers

NEWS FLASH: save face & hang ten

https://typefoundry.blogspot.com/2007/01/nymph-and-grot-update.html
https://typefoundry.blogspot.com/2007/01/nymph-and-grot-update.html
https://typefoundry.blogspot.com/2007/01/nymph-and-grot-update.html
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